In this research-in-progress paper we present the current results of several experiments in which we analyzed whether spamming Google Scholar is possible. Our results show, it is possible: We 'improved' the ranking of articles by manipulating their citation counts and we made articles appear in searchers for keywords the articles did not originally contained by placing invisible text in modified versions of the article.
INTRODUCTION
Researchers should have an interest in having their articles indexed by Google Scholar and other academic search engines such as CiteSeer(X). The inclusion of their articles in the index improves the ability to make their articles available to the academic community. In addition, authors should not only be concerned about the fact that their articles are indexed, but also where they are displayed in the result list. As with all ranked search results, articles displayed in top positions are more likely to be read.
In recent studies we researched the ranking algorithm of Google Scholar [1] [2] [3] and gave advice to researchers on how to optimize their scholarly literature for Google Scholar [4] . However, there are provisos in the academic community against what we called "Academic Search Engine Optimization" [4] . There is the concern that some researchers might use the knowledge about ranking algorithms to 'over optimize' their papers in order to push their articles' rankings in non-legitimate ways.
We conducted some experiments to find out how robust Google Scholar is against spamming. The experiments are not all completed yet but those that are completed show interesting results which are presented in this paper.
RELATED WORK
Most web search engines rank web pages based on two factors, namely the web page content and the amount and quality of links that point to the web page. Accordingly, spammers try to manipulate one or both of these factors to improve the ranking of their web sites for a specific set of keywords. This practice is commonly known as 'link spam' and 'content spam'.
Link spammers have different options to create fraudulent links. They can create dummy web sites which link to the website they want to push (link farms), exchange links with other webmasters, buy links on third party web pages, and post links to their websites, for instance, in blogs. To detect link spam, much research has been performed, among others [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Content spammers try to make their website appear more relevant for a certain keyword search than it is. This can be accomplished by taking content of other websites and combining different (stolen) texts as 'new content', or by stuffing many keywords in a web page's meta tags 1 , title, ALT-tags of images, the body text, creating doorway pages, and placing invisible text on a web page. Invisible text usually means text in the same color as the background or text in layers which are behind the normal text or which are invisible. Again, much research has been performed to identify content spam, among others [13] [14] [15] .
Although spammers are continuously adjusting their methods and developing new techniques (e.g. scraper sites, page hijacking, social media spam, Wikipedia spam, and gadget spam), overall, search engines are capable to fight web spam quite well.
No studies are available, to our knowledge, on the existence of spam in academic search engines or whether it can be recognized and prevented.
METHODOLOGY
We modified already published academic articles by adding references and (invisible) text. These modified articles were then uploaded as PDF to the Web to see whether Google Scholar was indexing them. Currently, not all experiments are completed. The current results are presented in the following. A more detailed analysis and explanation of the methodology shall be provided in another paper as soon as all experiments are completed.
RESULTS
Google Scholar did index the PDFs with invisible text and grouped these PDFs with the original article. That means, a researcher could add invisible keywords to his article after its publication and upload this PDF to the web. This way a researcher could make the article appear for keyword searches the article originally was not relevant for. 1 Meta tags usually are not used by spammers any more since most search engines ignore meta tags due to spam issues Moreover, Google Scholar did count references that were added to a modified version of an already published article. Citation counts and rankings of the cited articles increased. That means, authors could add additional references in their articles after official publication. If these altered articles were uploaded to the Web, Google would index them. This way, researchers could increase citation counts and rankings of the additionally cited articles. They could also arouse more attention to their articles because the cited authors might investigate who has cited them. It is to assume that researchers could also modify articles from other authors and add references to their own articles. This way, scholars could create the impression that their articles were cited by an authority in their field and increase citation counts as well.
DISCUSSION
Our study on the robustness of Google Scholar delivers surprising results: It seems that Google Scholar is far easier to spam than the classic Google Search for web pages. Apparently, Google Scholar applies no or only very rudimentary mechanisms to detect and prevent spam. With comparatively little effort we could manipulate articles' citation counts and hence their rankings and make Google Scholar indexing invisible text.
OUTLOOK
This poster is work-in-progress. We are currently conducting more experiments. For instance, we created nonsensical text with the random paper generator SciGen to see if this text, when published on the Web, is indexed by Google Scholar. We are also analyzing whether we can make one article appear as several search results to spam result sets and whether PDFs containing advertisement is indexed by Google Scholar.
We would like to note that the intention of this paper was not to expose Google Scholar. The intention was to stimulate a discussion about academic search engine optimization. We chose Google Scholar as the subject of our study because Google Scholar probably is the best and largest academic search engine, indexing PDFs from the Web. Currently, we are developing our own academic search engine SciPlore (www.sciplore.org), however as yet, SciPlore has not any precautions against spam either.
